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Abstract. Lexical semantic information plays an important role in supervised 
dependency parsing. In this paper, we add lexical semantic features to the fea-
ture set of a parser, obtaining improvements on the Penn Chinese Treebank. We 
extract semantic categories of words from HowNet, and use them as semantic 
information of words. Moreover, we investigate the method to compute seman-
tic similarity between Chinese compound words, and obtain semantic informa-
tion of words which did not record in HowNet. Our experiments show that  
unlabeled attachment scores can increase by 1.29%. 
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1 Introduction 

Due to the data sparseness problem, the lexical information from a Treebank for a 
lexicalized parser could be insufficient, and the parser is mainly based on part-of 
speech (POS) information. However, the low granularity of POS limits the perfor-
mance of the parser. Using lexical semantic information to solve data sparseness 
problem has become an interesting research means with the emergence of lexical 
semantic resources such as WordNet (Fellbaum,1998), HowNet (Dong et al., 2003), 
CiLin (Che et al., 2010). Several research works have tried to test the intuition that 
lexical semantic information should help parsing, as a word can be generalized to 
semantic classes in a lexicalized parser (i.e. Bengoetxea et al., 2014; Agirre et al., 
2011; Xiong et al., 2005). 

In general, a word would be more syntactically similar to the other if they were more 
semantically similar to each other. For example, we may observe in our training data 
that “大学生” (undergraduate student) often occurs as the subject of word “阅读” 

(read). We assume that the word pair “小学生” (elementary school student) and “阅读” 

(read) do not appear in the training data, but “小学生” is semantically similar to word 
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“大学生”. If we incorporate their semantic information into the parser, it can help the 
parser to predict that they have the same attachment preferences in dependency tree.  

In this paper, we present a simple and effective method for incorporating lexical 
semantic information into the parser. Instead of substituting words with their semantic 
classes (Agirre et al., 2011), we add lexical semantic information to the feature set of 
the parser. When lexical information cannot help recognize relation of two words, our 
approach makes it back off to semantic information. For example, word bi-gram in-
formation <wordi, wordj> can back off to <sensei, wordj> , <wordi, sensej> and < 
sensei, sensej>. 

Moreover, many Chinese words (called UNword for short) hardly recorded in a 
semantic dictionary, so we cannot directly obtain their semantic information. We in-
vestigate the construction of Chinese compound words, and propose an approach to 
computing semantic similarity between the UNword and the word recorded in the 
dictionary. Then, we obtain the most similar semantic information of the UNword, 
and incorporate it into the parser. 

As our baseline parser, we use MSTParser (McDonald et al., 2005; McDonald and 
Pereira, 2006). We extract semantic categories at various granularity levels in HowNet. 
We present a set of experiments in dependency parsing of the Penn Chinese Treebank 
5.1 (Xue et al., 2000). The results show that a significant improvement in performance 
is achieved when lexical semantic information is incorporated into the parser.  

2 Framework 

In this section, we extract semantic categories in HowNet (subsection 2.1). In subsec-
tion 2.2, we describe the semantic feature templates used by the parser. In subsection 
2.3, we present an approach to computing semantic similarity between the UNword 
and the word recorded in HowNet. 

2.1 Extracting Semantic Categories 

We use the HowNet3.0 dictionary to extract semantic categories, which covers 66,181 
words defined by sememes. 

HowNet (HN): Each sememe defined in the HowNet is regarded as a semantic cat-
egory. The typical relation between different categories is hypernym-hyponym. 
Through the hypernym ladders, we can extract semantic categories at various granu-
larity levels HN1, HN2, and HN3. HN1 stands for semantic categories at the first 
level, so HN2 and HN3 is the second and third level. Since a word may have many 
senses in HowNet, we obtain semantic category of the word by two ways. The first 
one is to choose the first sense of the word in HowHet by following the work (Xiong 
et al., 2005, Agirre et al, 2011), and call them HN1-1st, HN2-1st, and HN3-1st. The 
second method is to automatically rank senses (Agirre et al, 2011), but the experi-
ments show that improvement is worse than the first method. Instead of that, we ex-
tract all senses of a word to form a new category, and call them HN1-all, HN2-all, and 
HN3-all. Table 1 shows information about words and semantic categories.  
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Table 1. Size and coverage of words and semantic categories. 

 Data HN1
-1st 

HN2
-1st 

HN3
-1st 

HN1-
all 

HN2-
all 

HN3
-all 

Words in train 43799
0 

372974 

Words in test 50319 43240 
Words in both 47172 42218 

Categories in train  910 3985 5838 3766 7383 9043 
Categories in test  714 1921 2669 2077 3398 3983 
Categories in both  714 1817 2498 2018 3201 3714 

 
In Table 1, words of train data have a great coverage of test data, so atomic fea-

tures (McDonald et al., 2005) such as word unigrams are less likely to be sparse, but 
the higher-order features are poor for parsing. For example, the dependency coverage 
of word bi-grams feature (<wordi, wordj>) is only 50.09%. As can be seen, HowNet 
has a great coverage of train and test data, and lexical semantic information can help 
recognize relation of two words. In our experiments, we choose HN1/2/3-st and 
HN1/2/3-all as our external lexical semantic sources.  

2.2 Semantic Feature Templates 

We extend the baseline 1-order and second-order features in (McDonald et al., 2005; 
McDonald and Pereira, 2006) by introducing lexical semantic information into the 
parser. The feature templates are shown in table 2. 

In Table 2, we incorporate lexical semantic information into the parser by using bi-
gram and surrounding features which almost follow the bastline feature set. For 
example, we change the baseline features (<p-word, c-word>) into features <p-word, 
c-sense>, <p-sense, c-word> and <p-sense, c- sense>.  Then <p-word, c-word> can 
back off to <p-word, c-sense>, <p-sense, c-word> and <p-sense, c-sense>, when it do 
not exist in train data. 

In Table 3, Following the work (McDonald and Pereira, 2006), we also include 
conjunctions between these lexical semantic features and the direction and distance 
from sibling j to sibling k. 

It is notable that if one word is not recorded in HowNet, we substitute the sense of 
this word with its POS tag. We try to substitute all of this word with “no-sense”, but 
the dependency accuracy of the parser cannot increase. We also try to incorporate 
single-sense features into the parser, but it works worse than baseline. The main rea-
son may be that the features induce dependency ambiguities of single-word. 
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Table 2. Lexical semantic features used by MSTParser-1-order. p-word: word of parent node in 
dependency tree. c-word: word of child node. p-pos: POS of parent node. c-pos: POS of child 
node. p-sense: the semantic class of parent node. c-sense: the semantic class of child node.  
p-sense+1: sense to the right of parent in sentence. p-sense-1: sense to the left of parent.  
c-sense+1: sense to the right of child. c-sense-1: sense to the left of child. 

Bi-gram 
Semantic 
Features 

<p-sense/p-pos, c-sense/c-pos>; 
<p-word/p-sense, c-word/c-sense>; 

<p-sense, c-word>; <p-sense, c-sense>; 
<p-sense/p-pos, c-pos>; <p-pos, c-sense/c-pos>; 

<p-word, c-word/c-sense>; <p-word/p-sense, c-word> 
<p-sense, c-pos>; <p-pos, c-sense>; <p-word, c-sense>; 

Surrounding 
Semantic 
Features  

<p-sense, p-sense+1, c-sense-1, c-sense>; 
<p-sense-1, p-sense, c-sense-1, c-sense>; 

<p-sense, p-sense+1, c-sense, c-sense+1>; 
<p-sense-1, p-sense, c-sense, c-sense+1>; 

Table 3. Lexical semantic features used by MSTParser-2-order. xi-sense: the sense of the ith 
word in sentence. xk: the sibling node k of xi. xj: the sibling node j of xi. 

second-order 
Semantic 
Features  

<xk-sense, xj-sense>; <xk-sense, xj-pos>; 
<xk-word, xj-sense>; <xk-sense, xj-word>; 

<xk-pos, xj-sense>; <xi-sense, xk-sense, xj-sense>; 

2.3 Semantic Similarity 

The next problem is to incorporate UNword (not recorded in HowNet) semantic infor-
mation into dependency parsing. Many researchers measure semantic similarity be-
tween two words with a large number of contexts in which the two words occurring, 
what is called “distributional similarity” (McCarthy et al., 2004). However, due to the 
data sparseness problem, there is obvious limitation for this measure (Agirre et al, 
2011).  

Instead, we investigate the construction of Chinese words, and try to compute se-
mantic similarity between UNword and word recorded in HowNet. Then, we can 
obtain the most similar semantic class of UNword. 

Compounding is the most important method to form new words in Chinese word-
formation system (Yan, 2007). The compound words follow the endocentric prin-
ciples, and a basic framework for the semantic construction of compound words is 
studied (Yan, 2007), that is one supplementary semantic component (affix) + one head 
semantic component (root) = one word meaning. For the sake of convenience, we call 
them “affix” and “root”. The root could be consistent with word meaning, and two 
words containing the same root could have similar meanings. 

The problem we face is to automatically split a compound word into the affix and 
the root. There are many types of compound words in Chinese, but modification-
center is the most common structure and its root is at end of the word (Yan, 2007). 

For convenience, we regard the shared part of two words as a root, and look for it 
at the end of two words. Thus, after the root of a word is found, the remaining part 
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becomes its affix. So, we denote a word w  as ( , r ), where  stands for the 
affix of the word w , and  stands for the root. For a pair of words, we present 
them as follows: 

 
(小学生(elementary school student)/ ); (大学生(undergraduate school student)/ ) -> 

(小(small)/ , 学生(student)/ ); (大(big)/ , 学生(student)/ ); 

(学生(student)/ ); (大学生(undergraduate school student)/ )-> 

 (∅/ , 学生(student)/ ); (大(big)/ , 学生(student)/ ); 

Taking the principle of compound word segmentation, we need to consider two sit-
uations: 

1. Both the affixes of two word are not ∅, such as “小学生 (elementary school stu-
dent), 大学生 (undergraduate school student)”. Intuitively, the word pair “小学
生, 大学生” are likely to have the same attachment preferences. There are two 
reasons for it. One reason is that the meaning of the root “学生” (student) with any 
prefix  is very similar to the word “学生” (student), and belonging to the semantic 
class “human_人|*study_学” in HowNet. So, we reckon that the more words in a 
semantic class share a root, the word with this root is the more likely to belong to 
this semantic class. 
The other reason is that the affixes “小 (small)” and “大 (big)” both show the age 
of the root “学生” (student), and they have very semantic similar that the majority 
of pairs of compound words are synonymous, which have the same root and the af-
fixes “小” and “大”. So, we can use synonyms relation in a semantic dictionary to 
measure the similarity between them. We predict that the more pairs of compound 
words with same root and affixes ( , ) are synonymous in a semantic dictio-
nary, thus affixes  and  are the more semantic similar. 

2. One word is the root of another, such as “学生 (student), 大学生 (undergraduate 
school student)”. Unlike (1), the affix of one word must to be ∅. But, if we regard ∅ as a special affix, the situation 2 is the similar to 1. A pair of compound words 
with affixes  and ∅ is the more semantic similar, if the more pairs of compound 
words with same root and affixes ( , ∅) are synonymous. 

So, to compute semantic similarity between two compound words, there are two 
factors need to be considered: the effect of the root on the whole similarity in a se-
mantic class and the similarity between two affixes of a pair of words. In this paper, 
we integrate two factors to similarity evaluation which is shown in equation (1).  ,  )    , ), ,  )) ) , ) 

:    ∅                                       (1) 
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Here ,  )  represents semantic similarity between UNword k and 
word j with the semantic class .  stands for the affix of the word , and 

 stands for the root.  ) represents the degree of effect of the root  in 
the semantic class . A , )  represents the semantic similarity be-
tween the affixes  and . 

The  )  is estimated in equation (2). 

 ∑                                                        (2) 

Here ) indicates the number of words containing the root   in 
the semantic class i. ) means the number of word pairs which root are 

 in the semantic class . ∑ ) indicates the number of all pairs of 

synonyms which roots are . So, if  ) is closer to 1, the fewer effects have 
on the whole similarity, and the word   is more likely to belong to the semantic 
class . 

The , ) is estimated in equation (3). 
 , ) ∑ ,  ) ,  ))  ∅∑ ,  ) ,  ))  ∅ ∑ ,  ) ,  ))  ∅  

  ,  )  ,  )            3) 

 

Here ,  ) means the word is split into the affix  and the root  . ,  ) ,  )) indicates the number of the pairs in which the 
words ,  )  and ,  )  are synonymous. ,  ),  )) means the number of the pairs in which the words are not synonymous. 

Therefore, we obtain the most similar semantic information of UNword k by equa-
tion (4), and respectively extend our external lexical semantic sources (HN1/2/3-st, 
HN1/2/3-all) with the semantic class of UNword k. Here ( ) means the 
semantic class i of the word  , ) means part-of speech of word  
recorded in CTB, and ) is recorded in HowNet.  NR means proper nouns, 
and CD means cardinal numbers. In many cases, NR which includes personal names 
and transliterated words cannot fit the semantic construction of compound words. 
Recognizing the dependency relation of CD is already used by simple rules in the 
baseline parser. )  ,  )) 
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  ,  ) , ) ),  ) "NR"  " ";    ) ∅                                                                                                                                                            4) 
3 Experiment 

3.1 Data set 

We use Penn Chinese Treebank 5.1 (Xue et al., 2000) as data set in the experiments. 
The Penn Chinese Treebank 5.1 (CTB) is phrase structure Treebank, and we use the 
toolkit Penn2Malt (Johansson and Nugues, 2007) to transfer them to dependency 
treebank. To balance each resource in train set, development set and test set, we fol-
low Duan’s work (Duan, 2007), and split the data set as in table 4.  

Table 4. The division of CTB data set 

 CTB files Number of sentences 
Train set 001-815, 1001-1136 16,091 

Development set 886-931, 1148-1151 803 
Test set 816-885, 1137-1147 1,910 

3.2 Experimental Results 

We use MSTParser (McDonald et al., 2005; McDonald et al., 2006) as our basic pars-
er. It represents global, exhaustive graph-based parsing that finds the highest scoring 
directed spanning tree in a graph. The parser can be trained using first or second order 
models, and we use default options. 

We use both labeled attachment score (LAS) and unlabeled attachment score 
(UAS) to evaluate the all experiments, and punctuation is included in all evaluation 
metrics. We consider three options: 

1. We substitute words with their semantic classes in the process of training and test-
ing the parser using our external lexical semantic sources (HN1/2/3-st, HN1/2/3-
all). The results for parsing are given in Table 5. 

Table 5. Parsing results by substituting words with their semantic classes. 

 LAS UAS 
MSTParser-1order(baseline) 78.86 80.95 

HN1-st 77.71 79.96 
HN2-st 78.23 80.42 
HN3-st 78.44 80.65 
HN1-all 78.68 80.89 
HN2-all 78.69 80.82 
HN3-all 78.69 80.87 
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In Table 5,  by substituting words with their semantic classes, the results are not 
superior to  the baseline. Though the parser knows that words are synonymous, it 
can help the parser to predict that they have the same attachment preferences in de-
pendency tree. However, there are many words belonging to the same semantic class 
in a semantic dictionary, but they have not the same attachment preferences or have 
some different attachment preferences in dependency parsing. For example, the words 
“执法” (enforce the law) and “执法必严” (strictly enforce the law) are in the same 

semantic class “conduct_实施” in HowNet. But the word “执法必严” (strictly en-

force the law) has different attachment preference compared to “执法” (enforce the 
law), and do not have an adverb. So, this method causes lexical information loss and 
cannot improve parsing performance. 

2. We extend the baseline features with the semantic feature template (Table 2), then 
train and test MSTParser-1order by using our sources (HN1/2/3-st, HN1/2/3-all). 
Experimental results show that the best performance of MSTParser-1order model 
is obtained with HN2-all. Due to the fact that the MSTParser-2order model extends 
the MSTParser-1order with the second-order features, we only incorporate HN2-all 
into 2order model with the semantic feature templates (Table 2 and 3). Moreover, 
based on section 3.3, we can obtain the most similar semantic information of UN-
words by equation (4), and extend our external lexical semantic source HN2-all, 
and call it HN2-all-E for short. Then, the MSTParser-1order and 2order model 
need to retrain by using HN2-all-E. In equation 4, we set threshold 0.9. The 
results of semantic class of UNwords are shown in Table 6 and the experimental 
results are given in Table 7. 

Table 6. Examples of semantic class of UNwords using HN2-all 

UNword The most sim-
ilar Word 

Semantic 
class in HN2-all 

Similarity 

西南郊 
(southwestern 

suburbs) 

西郊 (west-
ern suburbs) 

part_部件
/%place_地方 

1.0 

系列赛 (series 
of competitions) 

公开赛 (open 
championship) 

fact_事情
/compete_比赛 

0.9848 

乍看 (glance) 观看 (watch) look_看 0.6000 

乐于 (be happy 
to) 

位于 (locate) 
  

situated_处
于 

0.1429 

 
Table 7 shows the performance of the baseline that is extended with the semantic 

feature templates. We can see that in all cases our external lexical semantic sources 
improve over the baseline. Using HN2-all, UAS of MSTParser-1order and 2order re-
spectively increase by 1.21%, 1.16%. The main purpose of adding the semantic fea-
ture into the parser is that if lexical dependency information of two words is sparse, 
and it can back off to lexical semantic dependency information, and the experimental 
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results prove its validity. Compare with the method of substituting words with their 
semantic classes, this method do not loss high-frequency word and word-pair depen-
dency information in general, and it can help recognize relation of lower-frequency 
word and word-pair. For example, if a high-frequency verb always does not have an 
object (OBJ), the parser can also consider this situation. 

Table 7. Parsing results by extending the baseline features with the semantic feature templates. 

 LAS UAS 
MSTParser-

1order(baseline) 
 78.86 80.95 

1order + HN1-st 79.79 81.85 
1order + HN2-st 79.95 82.05 
1order + HN3-st 79.98 82.00 
1order + HN1-all 80.06 82.09 
1order + HN2-all  80.09 82.16(+1.21) 
1order + HN3-all 79.92 82.00 

1order + HN2-all-E 0.9 80.18 82.28 
MSTParser-

2order(baseline) 
 80.85 83.04 

2order + HN2-all  82.08 84.20(+1.16) 
2order + HN2-all-E 0.9 82.19(+1.34) 84.33(+1.29) 

 
In Table 6 and 7, the number of UNwords is 11,071 in train data and 1,467 in test 

data, and our approach (section 3.3) adds 1,199 (10.83%) words with semantic class 
in train data, and 192 (13.09%) words in test data. Compared with HN2-all, table 7 
shows UAS of MSTParser-2order increases by 0.13% using HN2-all-E. So, it proves 
our approach can effectively obtain the semantic information of UNwords. Due to the 
fact that the lexical semantic information is auxiliary information for parsing, the 
improvement is not significant. 

3. We include the results of ZPar-dep (Zhang and Nivre,2011) and neural network 
model of Chen and D.Manning (2014) for comparison, and the experimental  
results are given in Table 8. As we can see, compared with ZPar-dep (Zhang and 
Nivre, 2011) and neural network model (Chen and D.Manning, 2014), our ap-
proach gets the best UAS. 

Table 8. Parsing results with HN2-all-E and comparion with high performance models 

 
LAS UAS LAS(excludi

ng punctuations) 
UAS(excludi

ng punctuations) 
2order + HN2-all-E 82.19 84.33 84.27 86.36 

ZPar-dep (Zhang 
and Nivre, 2011) 

  84.40 86.00 

Neural Network 
Model (Chen and 
D.Manning, 2014) 

82.40 83.90   
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4 Related Work 

Agirre et al. (2008) used semantic classes to help parsing. Later, they extended the test 
and successfully introduced WordNet classes in a dependency parser (Agirre et al., 
2011). MacKinlay et al. (2012) investigated the addition of semantic annotations in the 
form of word sense hypernyms, in HPSG parse ranking. 

Ciaramita and Attardi (2007) showed that adding semantic features extracted by a 
named entity tagger (such as PERSON or MONEY) improved the accuracy of a de-
pendency parser. Candito and Seddah (2010) studied statistical parsing of French, 
where terminal forms were replaced by more general symbols, particularly clusters of 
words obtained through unsupervised clustering. The results showed that word clus-
ters had a positive effect. 

Apart from these, there have been other attempts to solve the data sparseness prob-
lem, Koo et al. (2008) and Suzuki et al. (2009) presented a semi-supervised method 
for training dependency parsers, using word clusters derived from a large unannotated 
corpus as features. 

5 Conclusion  

In this paper, we present a simple and effective method for incorporating lexical se-
mantic information into the parser. We can relieve sparse data problem by extending 
with the semantic feature sets, and obtain the most similar semantic information of 
words which are not recorded in the lexical semantic resource. Experiments on CTB 
dataset show our approach achieves significant improvement. Our approach is only a 
preliminary work and has much future work to do. The considered future work in-
cludes incorporating word sense disambiguation method and deep research on basic 
framework for the semantic structure of Chinese words. 
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